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1. Summary of the Evaluation Benchmarks.
We present a comprehensive overview of the evaluation benchmarks utilized, along with their corresponding metrics in Tab.
1. For the Image Caption task, we selected two datasets: Flickr30K [24], which is an image caption dataset for natural images,
and TextCaps [18], which is an image caption dataset for natural images with text. For general Visual Question Answering
(VQA), we chose five commonly used datasets. VQAV2 [4] is an open-ended VQA dataset focused on natural images,
while OKVQA [11] requires additional world knowledge. GQA [6] is a dataset designed for real-world visual reasoning
and compositional question answering. ScienceQA [10] involves multimodal multiple-choice VQA on science topics, and
VizWiz [5] aims to answer questions from blind individuals. In the domain of Scene Text-centric VQA, our selection includes
TextVQA [19], AI2Diagram [7], STVQA [2], and ESTVQA [22]. AI2D is a multiple-choice VQA dataset that focuses on
science diagrams, while the others involve reading and reasoning about text in natural images. For the STVQA and ESTVQA
datasets, we followed the split provided by [9]. Regarding Doc-oriented VQA, we encompass various document images,
including documents, charts, infographics, reports, and HTML tables. In the case of DeepForm [21] and KLC [20], we
transform the Key Information Extraction task into a Visual Question Answering (VQA) task. Additionally, we evaluate
Monkey on the MME benchmark [3], which measures perception and cognition abilities. Furthermore, for the ablation study
on LLaVA1.5 [8], we adhere to the evaluation settings specified by LLaVA1.5.

Task Dataset Description Split Metric

Image Caption Flickr30K [24] Image caption for natural images karpathy-test CIDEr(↑)
TextCaps [18] Image caption for natural images with text val CIDEr(↑)

General VQA

VQAv2 [4] Open-ended VQA about natural images val VQA Score(↑)
OKVQA [11] VQA involving world knowledge on natural images val VQA Score(↑)
GQA [6] Real-world visual reasoning and compositional question answering test-dev Accuracy(↑)
ScienceQA [10] Multimodal multiple choice VQA on science topics test Accuracy(↑)
VizWiz [5] Answering visual questions from blind people val VQA Score(↑)

Scene Text-centric VQA

TextVQA [19] VQA involving reading and reasoning about text val VQA Score(↑)
AI2Diagram [7] Multiple choice VQA on science diagrams test Accuracy(↑)
STVQA [2] VQA involving reading and reasoning about text test* ANLS(↑)
ESTVQA [22] VQA involving reading and reasoning about text test(English)* ANLS(↑)

Doc-oriented VQA

DocVQA [13] VQA on document images test ANLS(↑)
ChartQA [12] VQA on charts with visual and logical reasoning test Relaxed Accuracy(↑)
InfoVQA [14] VQA on infographic images test ANLS(↑)
DeepForm [21] Key Information Extraction on charity organizations‘ reports test Accuracy(↑)
KLC [20] Key Information Extraction on documents related to election spending test Accuracy(↑)
WTQ [16] VQA on semi-structured HTML tables sourced from Wikipedia test Accuracy(↑)

Evaluation Benchmark MME [3] Evaluation benchmark measuring perception and cognition abilities Perception Accuracy (↑)

Table 1. Summary of the evaluation benchmarks.
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2. More Visualization Results

ice cream

What does the truck on the 
left sell?

lifequotes tumblr

Can you tell me what the watermark 
in the picture is?

October 6, 1966

What is the official duty date?

man

Whose hand is the remote 
control in the picture?

lebron james

Who is the person wearing jersey 
number 23 in the picture?

shofar

Can you tell me what the woman is 
blowing in the picture?
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Can you tell me how many 
dogs are there in the picture?

Baron Beaverbrook

Who was peerage of the united 
kingdom from 1917-1964?

aluminum

Is the fence made of 
cement or aluminum?

EBOLA

Which disease has the highest 
mortality rate between, COVID-19, 
MERS, and EBOLA?

PARK

Which word was written on 
the blue arrow?

This image shows a sign with 
various symbols and text in 
different languages, including 
English, Chinese, and Thai. The 
sign is located in an airport and 
provides information about public 
transportation, car parking, and 
medical services. There are also 
various symbols and icons on the 
sign, including a person praying, a 
car, and an escalator. Overall, the 
sign appears to be a helpful guide 
for travelers in an airport setting.

Generate the detailed caption in 
English: 

In the image, a skier is seen 
wearing a red and black ski suit 
with the Olympic logo on it. The 
skier is also wearing a white 
helmet and goggles. The skier is 
skiing down a slope with a red flag 
in the background. The skier is 
holding two green ski poles and 
has yellow ski boots. The skier is 
also wearing a red and black ski 
suit with the Olympic logo on it.

Generate the detailed caption in 
English: 

In this image, we see a group of 
people riding electric scooters on 
a road. There are several parked 
scooters on the side of the road, 
including one with a baby seat. A 
woman wearing a white coat and 
black pants is also present. In the 
background, there is a tee with 
green leaves. The image was 
taken on November 8, 2023 at 
10:06.

Generate the detailed caption in 
English: 

In this image, we see a dog and 
a cat standing on rocks in a lake. 
The dog is brown and white, 
while the cat is black and white. 
The dog is standing on a rock 
while the cat is sitting on 
another rock. There is also a 
reflection of the dog and cat in 
the water. The dog and cat are 
surrounded by trees and rocks, 
creating a serene scene.

Generate the detailed caption in 
English: 

condensation

In the diagram, what process 
occurs directly after evaporation? 
tranmutation runoff precipitation 
condensation

Figure 1. Visualization results.

We presented additional visualization results, where Fig. 1 demonstrates Monkey’s capabilities in various VQA tasks.
Monkey analyzes the question, identifies the key elements in the image relevant to answering the question, and exhibits the
ability to perceive even minute text within the image. Moreover, Monkey can reason about the objects present in the scene
and possesses a strong understanding of visual charts. In addition, Fig. 1 also showcases Monkey’s impressive captioning
ability, accurately describing various objects in the image and providing appropriate summaries.



3. More Examples of our Generated Data

Detailed Caption generated by us: This 
image depicts a wedding scene where a 
groom is kissing his bride on the 
forehead while her veil is blowing in the 
wind. The bride is wearing a white 
wedding veil with lace on it. They are 
standing in front of a white house with a 
brown roof, and there are bushes in front 
of it. A window can be seen on the 
building, and there is a number written in 
white color. The man in the image is 
balding and wearing a tan suit. 
Additionally, there are two texts visible 
on the image: "cp" and "CURETON". 

Original Annotation from CC3M Dataset:
groom kissing his bride on the forehead 
with her veil blowing in the wind .

Detailed Caption generated by us: In this 
indoor water park, a woman wearing a 
black bathing suit relaxes with her eyes 
closed in a hot tub. Her hair is tied up 
neatly. Around her, there are several white 
railings with decorative balusters and 
fences. In the background, there is a white 
marble column with a curved top. She 
seems to be enjoying her time in the warm 
water on this beautiful day. 

Original Annotation from CC3M Dataset:
in the water park the girl enjoys a hot tub

Detailed Caption generated by us: This 
image shows the iconic Batmobile cruising 
around with the wind in its cape, as seen in a 
popular TV series from the 60s. The car has a 
silver rimmed black tire and a chrome wheel 
with an orange bat symbol. A red and white 
logo can be seen on one of its tires, while 
another car with a red cross on it is also 
visible. In the background, there's a hill with 
dry grass and bushes, along with various 
rocks and plants scattered around.

Original Annotation from CC3M Dataset:
in the60s tv series , actor cruised around in 
style with the wind in his cape .

Detailed Caption generated by us: A 
woman in a red shirt and gray pants is seen 
jogging on a white sand beach near the 
ocean. She takes a break to rest with her 
hands on her hips, while wearing a gray 
capri pant. In the distance, trees can be 
spotted. A boat can also be seen in the 
water nearby.

Original Annotation from CC3M Dataset:
female jogger resting during jogging on the 
beach

Detailed Caption generated by us: The 
image captures a joyous moment as the 
bride and groom make their entrance into 
the reception with sparklers held by friends 
and family. The bride is dressed in a white 
gown, while the groom wears a white shirt. 
A bouquet of white roses can be seen in the 
bride's hands. The area is decorated with 
string lights hanging from the ceiling, and 
wooden chairs with padded seats for guests 
to sit on. In one corner, a person can be 
seen holding a white paper.

Original Annotation from CC3M Dataset:
bride and groom entrance into the reception 
with friends and family holding sparklers 
around them

Detailed Caption generated by us: In this 
image, we see a group of creative 
professionals working together late into the 
night. They are all gathered around a table, 
with a man standing behind a computer 
monitor. A green plant can be seen behind 
him. There is also a small wooden table in 
the background and a chair whose back is 
partially visible. In the foreground, we see a 
blue curtain and on one of the computer 
screens, there is an interesting drawing of a 
person. Overall, it appears that this team is 
hard at work on some sort of design project 
in their office space.

Original Annotation from CC3M Dataset:
4k portrait smiling creative design team 
working late in a meeting',

Detailed Caption generated by us: In the 
image, a young boy wearing a blue shirt and 
green shorts is standing in the water. His 
mother recently cut his blonde hair short, 
which made headlines. Other objects in the 
image include a computer screen displaying 
two different types of buttons, a pair of 
green and pink pants with a lobster print, and 
a black rock. The text in the image contains 
Jessica Simpson's Instagram post about her 
son's first haircut, which received over 
50,000 likes.

Original Annotation from CC3M Dataset: 
loves her kids : the mom recently made 
headlines after posting a photo with his hair 
cut short for the first time as she had let her 
little boy 's blonde hair grow long

Detailed Caption generated by us: This image 
shows a woman in a lovely crimson dress posing 
for a photo in front of a white Christmas tree with 
red and silver ornaments. She stands next to a 
Heart Radio banner and wears a red cape with a 
bow on it. The iHeartRadio logo and the word 
"RADIO" can be seen throughout the image. 

Original Annotation from CC3M Dataset: 
looking lovely : skin glowed in a-crimson dress , 
complete with a tie at its hem'

Detailed Caption generated by us: In the 
living room, a tall Christmas tree with colorful 
lights and ornaments stands next to a staircase. 
Red and white stockings are hung on the wall, 
one of which has the name "Sue" written on it. 
The TV is turned off in the corner while a row 
of Christmas lights adds a festive touch to the 
room.

Original Annotation from CC3M Dataset: a 
tall christmas tree rises next to a set of stairs 
decked out with stockings .

Detailed Caption generated by us: At an 
awards show, a hard rock artist and a blues 
artist are performing on stage. The blues 
artist is accompanied by a rhythm and 
blues artist. A man in costume is holding a 
guitar and wearing a brown woolen hat. 
Mick Jagger of The Rolling Stones is also 
present on stage. The image contains text 
from Getty Images and the identification 
number 104606779. 

Original Annotation from CC3M Dataset: 
hard rock artist and blues artist perform at 
awards

Figure 2. Detailed captions generated by us.

In Fig. 2, we present the detailed captions generated by our method. Compared to the original annotations from the CC3M
[17], our generated descriptions cover many more details of the image, providing a more detailed description of the image.



4. Comparison with other LMMs.

90 days

What is the shelf life of the 
product in the picture?

The shelf life of the product 
shown in the picture is 9 months.

The shelf life of the product in 
the picture is 18 months.

The shelf life of the product in 
the picture is 12 months.

The shelf life of the product in 
the picture is 2 years.

www.skinice.net

What is the official website of 
the product in the picture?

The official website of the product 
in the picture is not visible ……

There is no official website of 
the product in the picture.

…… of the product in the picture 
is http://www.shiseido.com.cn/.

The official website of the 
product is www.skinice.com.

2017-7-13

What is the production date of 
the product in the picture?

…… in the picture is March 
13th, 2020.

…… in the picture is April 13, 
2017.

The production date of the 
product in the picture is 2014.

The production date of the 
product in the picture is 2019.

15.5%

What is the alcohol content of 
the product in the picture?

…… of the product in the picture 
is 15.5% vol.

The alcohol content of the 
product in the picture is 40%.

The alcohol content of the 
product in the picture is 30%.

The alcohol content of the 
product in the picture is 15%.

09/24/12

What is the value for the 
flight_from?

The value for "flight_from" is 
"09/24/12 - 09/30/12,"  ……

100.00

The value for the flight_from is 
$1,000.

The flight_ from value is 100.00.

40.54

What is the total expenditure?

The total expenditure shown on 
this receipt is $40.54.

The total expenditure is $33.54.

The total expenditure on the 
receipt is $3.45.

The total expenditure is $35.45.
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How many people wearing black 
clothes are there in the picture?

In the picture, there is one person 
wearing black clothes……

There are two people wearing 
black clothes in the picture.

There are four people wearing 
black clothes in the picture.

There are four people wearing 
black clothes in the picture.

gerry walden

Who owns the copyright to the 
image?

…… iswatermarked on the 
image: Gerry Walden ……

The copyright to the image 
belongs to Gerry Wilden.

Gerry Waldron owns the 
copyright to the image.

The copyright to the image is
owned by Valden.

user Monkey GPT-4V QwenVL-Chat LLaVA-1.5 mPLUG-Owl2

Figure 3. Visualization of Monkey’s comparison with GPT-4V, QwenVL-Chat, LLaVA-1.5, and mPLUG-Owl2 on VQA task.

The comparison results of the VQA task in Fig. 3 indicate that after applying our method of scaling up the model size,
Monkey has achieved significant performance advantages in tasks related to dense text. It not only surpasses the performance
of QwenVL-Chat [1], LLaVA-1.5 [8], and mPLUG-Owl2 [23] but also achieves promising results compared to GPT-4V
[15] in tasks related to dense text. This clearly demonstrates the importance of scaling up the model size for performance
improvement in multimodal large models. It further validates the effectiveness of our method in enhancing the performance
of multimodal large models.

In Fig. 4, the comparison between Monkey and GPT-4V, QwenVL-Chat, LLaVA-1.5, and mPLUG-Owl2 on Detailed
Caption task is shown. It can be observed that Monkey accurately describes the content of the image and exhibits high
sensitivity to the text within the image. It provides detailed descriptions of the image while ensuring accuracy.



This is an image of a painting of the Eiffel Tower in Paris. 
The painting is colorful and vibrant, with a blue and yellow 
sky in the background. There are also several other objects 
in the painting, including a yellow and blue building, a red 
and yellow flower, and a blue and yellow star. The painting 
is signed by the artist Aja.

Generate the detailed caption in English.

This is a vibrant and colorful impressionist painting of the 
Eiffel Tower in Paris. The artwork is characterized by bold, 
dynamic brush strokes and a vivaciously expressive color 
palette. The sky is a swirl of deep blues and bright yellows, 
reminiscent of Van Gogh's Starry Night, with hints of green 
and light blue creating a sense of motion and energy. 
Below the swirling sky, there is a dramatic sunset with 
vivid shades of pink, orange, and yellow blending into each 
other, evoking the feeling of a fiery Parisian evening. The 
Eiffel Tower itself is painted in warm yellow and orange 
tones, contrasting with the cool colors of the sky and 
providing a strong central focal point for the composition. 
In the foreground, there's a bridge over the Seine River 
with silhouettes of lampposts and trees lining the walkway, 
while the reflection on the water suggests calmness amidst 
the dynamism of the textures and colors above. The 
painting is signed "Aja '15" in the lower left corner, 
indicating the artist and year of creation.

Eiffel Tower Starry Night, Paris, France, original oil 
painting on canvas, palette knife textured modern 
Impressionism, by Ana Maria Edulescu

The image is a painting of the Eiffel Tower at night, with a 
colorful sky in the background. The tower is prominently 
featured in the center of the painting, with its height and 
grandeur emphasized. The sky is filled with vibrant colors, 
creating a captivating and lively atmosphere.
There are several people scattered throughout the painting, 
likely enjoying the view of the tower and the beautiful sky. 
Some of them are closer to the tower, while others are 
further away, adding depth and interest to the scene. The 
combination of the tower, the sky, and the people creates a 
captivating and dynamic painting.

The image is a painting of the Eifel tower, a famous 
landmark in Paris, France. The tower is prominently 
featured in the center of the painting, with its distinctive 
shape and structure. The sky in the background is painted 
in a vibrant and colorful manner, creating a lively and 
dynamic atmosphere. The painting captures the essence of 
the Eiffel tower and the beauty of the Parisian skyline.

A sign at an airport with various directions written in 
different languages, including English, Chinese, and Thai. 
The sign has arrows pointing to different areas such as 
baggage claim, immigration, and transfer counters. There 
are also various signs with different colors and shapes, 
including a yellow sign arrow pointing to the right.

Generate the detailed caption in English.

The image shows an airport information signboard with 
directions and labels in multiple languages including
English, Chinese, and Thai. The top part of the sign 
displays arrows pointing to the left for "Immigration" and 
to the right for "Baggage Claim." Below this, the sign is 
divided into two sections, with the left side indicating 
"Transfer Counter Area" and the right side divided into 
"EAST" and "WEST" directions. Each section includes 
floor indicators, with the transfer counter and gates located 
on the 3rd floor. The gate areas are further divided with 
colorful squares labeled A, B, C, D (gates 1-10) and D, E, F, 
G (gates 1-6) with corresponding arrows indicating their 
direction. The bottom part of the sign provides information 
on transfers to various Thai cities such as Chiangmai, 
Chiangrai, Phuket, Krabi, Samui, and HatYai, accompanied 
by Chinese translations. The layout is clear, providing 
straightforward navigation for travelers within the airport.

An airport sign showing the way to different gates at the 
airport.

The image showcases a large signboard with directions 
and information for travelers. The signboard is written in 
both English and Chinese, catering to a diverse audience. 
It is divided into sections, each displaying various 
destinations and their corresponding gate numbers.
Numerous arrows are pointing towards the different 
destinations, making it simple for travelers to navigate the 
airport. The signboard is situated in a public area, most 
likely within an airport, to help passengers find their way 
to their desired locations.

The image features a sign with various directions and 
arrows pointing in different directions. The sign is likely to 
be found in an airport or a transportation hub, providing 
guidance to travelers. The arrows are arranged in a way 
that makes it easy for people to understand the different 
routes and destinations.

user Monkey GPT-4V QwenVL-Chat LLaVA-1.5 mPLUG-Owl2

Figure 4. Visualization of Monkey’s comparison with GPT-4V, QwenVL-Chat, LLaVA-1.5, and mPLUG-Owl2 on Detailed Caption task.
Accurately described text is marked in red, while inaccurately described text is marked in blue.



5. Visualization results for models at different resolutions.

What is the net weight of 
the product in the picture?

896_Resolution: 125 ml

784_Resolution: 250 ml

672_Resolution: 50 g

896_Resolution: lifequotes tumblr

784_Resolution: lifequotes

672_Resolution: lifequotes

Can you tell me what the 
watermark in the picture is?

896_Resolution: 90 days

784_Resolution: 90 days

672_Resolution: 12 months

What is the shelf life of the 
product in the picture?

896_Resolution: 2017-07-13

784_Resolution: 20170813

672_Resolution: 2017/08/13

What is the production date of the 
product in the picture?

896_Resolution: 09/24/12

784_Resolution: 09/03/12

672_Resolution: 09/01/12

What is the value for the 
flight_from?

896_Resolution: 5.2%

784_Resolution: 52%

672_Resolution: 18.9%

What is the alcohol content 
of the product in the picture?

896_Resolution: www.skinice.net

784_Resolution: www.shinice.net

672_Resolution: www.skinice.com

What is the official website of the 
product in the picture?

896_Resolution: 18 months

784_Resolution: 18 months

672_Resolution: 12 months

What is the shelf life of the 
product in the picture?

Figure 5. Visualization results of the VQA task at resolutions of 896, 784, and 672 respectively.

In Fig. 5, we performed VQA tasks testing at three different resolutions: 896, 784, and 672. The visual results obtained
further validate the importance of our size expansion method for improving the performance of LMMs. While using a
resolution of 896 for VQA tasks testing yielded correct results, using resolutions of 784 and 672 resulted in errors, with the
smallest size of 672 showing more errors.

In Fig. 6, we conducted tests at three different resolutions: 896, 784, and 672. It can be observed that as the resolution
decreases, the details in the images gradually become less visible to the model.



Generate the detailed caption in English: 

896_Resolution: Image shows a shopping mall with 
various stores and people walking around. A Michael 
Kors store is visible, as well as a watch station and a 
store selling Emporio Armani. A woman in a red dress 
and white coat is walking through the mall, while 
another woman in a red coat and black pants is carrying 
a black purse. A black and white photo of a woman 
wearing sunglasses is also visible.

896_Resolution: This image shows a sign with various 
symbols and text in different languages, including 
English, Chinese, and Thai. The sign is located in an 
airport and provides information about public 
transportation, car parking, and medical services. There 
are also various symbols and icons on the sign, including 
a person praying, a car, and an escalator. Overall, the 
sign appears to be a helpful guide for travelers in an 
airport setting.

Generate the detailed caption in English: 

784_Resolution: In the image, we see a woman walking 
through a shopping mall. She is wearing a red coat and 
carrying a white bag. There are several stores in the mall, 
including Michael Kors and Watch Station. A woman in 
a red coat is also present. The mall has a white floor and 
a glass display case with various items on it. There is 
also a black and white photo of a woman wearing 
sunglasses on the wall.

672_Resolution: This image shows a shopping mall 
with various stores and people walking around. The 
main focus is on a Michael Kors store, which has a sign 
above it. There is also a watch station and a Czarnski
store nearby. A woman in a red coat and black pants can 
be seen walking through the mall. The image also 
includes various bags and purses on display in the store.

784_Resolution: This image shows a sign with various 
symbols and text in different languages, including Thai, 
English, and Chinese. The sign is located in an airport 
and provides directions for public transportation, car 
parking, and medical services. There are also icons for 
escalators and stairs, as well as a blue and white sign 
with the number 2. Overall, the image provides 
information about transportation options available at the 
airport..

672_Resolution: This image shows a sign with various 
symbols and text in different languages, including Thai, 
English, and Chinese. The sign is located in an airport 
terminal and provides directions for public 
transportation, car parking, and medical services. There 
are also icons for escalators and stairs, as well as a blue 
and white sign with the number 1. Overall, the image 
depicts a busy and well-organized airport environment.

Figure 6. Visualization results of the detailed caption task at resolutions of 896, 784, and 672 respectively. Accurately described text is
marked in red, while inaccurately described text is marked in blue.

6. Data Generation.
Hyperparameter Control in Data Generation Pipeline. The appropriate selection of hyperparameters is crucial. We
empirically selected them based on qualitative results, finding SAM’s default threshold and a 0.5 Image-Text Matching Score
to be effective. We conducted a quantitative validation on 80 samples using the GPT-4V evaluation. The results shown in
Tab. 2 reveal that SAM’s threshold is relatively robust, and the 0.5 threshold for Image-Text Matching Score offers a better
performance.



Pred-IOU-Thresh of SAM 0.4 0.6 0.88 (default)
GPT-4V Score 6.388 6.425 6.625

Image-Text Matching Score 0.2 0.5 0.7
GPT-4V Score 5.825 6.625 6.550

Table 2. Hyperparameter Control.

Comparison with LLaVA’s GPT4 Method. While the GPT4 method in LLaVA is dependent on using manually an-
notated captions from the COCO dataset as a foundational basis for data generation, our approach focuses on generating
original, detailed captions autonomously. Additionally, our detectors are skilled in revealing a spectrum of details in images,
from text to nuanced object characteristics, which enables to enrich unlabeled data by extracting complex, multi-level details,
paving the way for the creation of both cost-effective and accurate image descriptions.

Why choose BLIP2? We found that the performance is very similar in the GPT-4V evaluation when utilizing brief
descriptions of local areas from other VLMs, as shown in Tab. 3. However, for generating approximately 5M descriptions,
using BLIP2 takes approximately 3 days, while LLaVA and mPLUG-Owl require about 21 days and 32 days, respectively.
For the sake of saving time, we choose BLIP2.

Model LLaVA mPLUG-Owl Blip2

GPT-4V Score 6.663 6.225 6.625

Table 3. Performance of Different LMM.

7. Ablation study on Global Feature.
We conducted experiments on the presence or absence of global features at a resolution of 896. By adding global features,
the results showed a 7.5% performance gain on TextVQA, a 0.6% performance gain on GQA, and a 6.2% performance gain
on DocVQA. This demonstrated that global features contribute to enhancing the overall performance.
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